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On November 13, 1986 the National Research Council of the National Academy of
Sciences issued the results of its yearclong study entitled Environmental Tobacco
Smoke: Measuring & p u r e and Assessing Health Effects. On December 16, 1986 the

Surgeon General of the Public Health Service issued his annual report on smoking and
health. These reports are devoted to an examination and evaluation of the health effects
of involuntary smoking. Both reports conclude that involuntary smoking can and does
cause serious disease, including lung cancer, serious acute effects in otherwise heal thy
adults and severe res9iratot.y problems in young children and infants.
Together, the Reports of;the National Research Council and the Surgeon General
may well have an impact on the attitudes and health of our nation as substantial and as
important as the 1964 Surgeon General's Report. Like the landmark 1964 Report of the
Advisory Committee to the Slllrgeon General of the Pwblic Health Service, these two
reports represent the development of a firm consensus on the pant of tlhe nation's leading
scientists that involuntary smokinlg is a proven hazard affecting the health, safety and
corn fort of mi~llilonsof X rnericans.
The finding that involuntary smoking poses a hazard to nonsmokers re-focuses the
issue away from a debate over conflilcting rights about whether smokers or nonsmokers
are more inconvenienced and more irritated by the other's behavior. These reports mean
that the issues posed by tobacco smoke exposure sae likely to be examined in the context
of questions of health and safety, including: When, if ever, should smokers be able to
smoke in a location which jeo?ardizes the health of those who do not smoke? When, i f
ever, should the health of nonsmokers be balanced against the preference of smokers
about when and where they smoke? What responsibility do employers, store owners and
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custodians of public buildings have to provide those who work or visit the buildings under
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their control with an environment which does not jeopardize their health? What is the
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i m p c t of the fact that tobecco is voluntarily brought into that environment and that the
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tobacco smoke could be eliminated without the use or introduction of expensive or new
technology ?
The findings raise policy questions distinct from those posed by the 1964 Report.
First, while the tobacco industry contends that a smoker can freely choose whether to
smoke, a fact disputed by evidence of the addictive nature of cibrettes, involuntary
smoking does not involve free choice for nonsmokers. Infants and young children have
lit-tle control over their environment and are the least able to avoid involuntary
smoking. Adults, too, on a daily basis find themselves in locations where they are unable
to avoid breathing tobacco smoke in the air. Millions of adults work in smoke-filled
environments and have little control over the air they breathe. Nany public buildings
have no restrictions on smoking and many public places, such as stores and restaurants,
exaose adults and chilldren to involuntary smoking. Thus, the risk to nonsmokerls from
involuntary smoldng is brought about by the actions of individuals other than themselves,
and the resulted injury is not self-inflicted. The issue is not a matter of common
courtesy or of choice, but rather a matter of protection against a documented heallth
hazard.
Second, while the estimated numlber of people who die each year f r o m involunt~ary
smoking is less than the number who die from their own smoking, the numben of peopie
exposed to involuntary smoang is far greater. While an estilmated fifty-five million
Ainericans smoke, eveny person i n the United States irs exposed to tobacco smoke in the
air, the only dilfference being how frequenllly and in xhat concentrations. This fact is
significant in light of the lack of evidence that there is a threshhold below which
exposure to tobacco smoke ils not hazardous.

Thilrd, different ilndilc2l~lsare exposed to different levels of risk from tobacco
smoke in the air due to a w ~ d evariety of factors. For children, whose stage of physical
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development makes them especially sensitive to involuntary smoking, the level of risk
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depends largely on whether their parents and/or other caretakers smoke. For adults, the
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level of risk depends on.whether their spouse smokes, where they work, whether their coworkers smoke, whet her the ventilation in their work setting is adequate, whet her they
work in an environment where they are expmed to other substances which interact with
tobacco and whether they live i n a community which has acted to protect nonsmokers.
For persons young or old with pre-existing respiratory or pulmonhry problems, exposuae
to tobacco smoke may pose a more immediate health risk.
The distinctions between smoking and involuntary smoking affect the
consideration of what steps should be taken to protect the public and who should bear the
responsibility for the injuries which can result. Efforts to addness the problems caused
by the direct health hazards of cigarette smoking have been focused langely on educatling

and assisting smoke~sand potential smokers not to start andor to quit in order to
protect their own health. Despite the recent spate of product liability suits by smokers
and their families, bhe Courts have glrayed no significant role with regand to the injuries
suffered by smokers. With the exce?tilon of those state laws which restrict tne sale of
cigarettes to minors and Federal efforts designed to increase public s8arenes-s of the
health hazards of smoking, the llegilslative branches of;government have done little to
protect smolters agsilnst the risks of their own smoking.
Incontnast, the respnse to involuntary smoking is likely to be very different
because the risk from i~nvolunt.vysmoking result from the actions of others. In
addittion, the expsure often occurs in set t i n s over which nonsmokers have little
control. These factors alter t h e public policy issues and the mechanisms for addnessing

them. These issues include:
o

What level of i : j k to nonsmokers shoulld be tolerated? Should the policy g%l
be the total el~rn~nation
of expasure to tobacco smoke for those who do not
smoke? Is i t jdfficient to eliminate exposure for those for whom the
exposum h the :reatest or w h o are at special risk or should it be eliminat
en ti rely ?

o

How much exposure is toleaable and under what conditions?

o

What should be done to pmtect infants and young children iln the home?
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o

What can and should be done to protect children when they are in the care of
imtitutions, such as daycare centers and schools?

o

When should government intervene to pmtect the health of the nonsmoker
and when should the resolutidn of this issue be left to the private sector?

o

Who bears the burden of protecting the nonsmoker? In the home? In public
buildings? In the workplace?
I

o

What role should existing regulatory mechanisms, such as OSHA play, and at
what level of government? Are new approaches and new laws needed?

o

lVho should be legally responsible for injmies suffered by nonsmokers from
involuntary smoking?

o

What role should the courts take in apportioning responsibility and liability
for injuries resulting from involuntary smoking?

These are important questions which policy makers need to carefully consider.
Government leaders, private sector em plbyers, work supervisors, store owners, smoking
parents and any indivi&al who smokes in the presence of nonsmokers all have some
degree ofi responsibility.

THE FINDNGS OF THE NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL AND THE SURGEON
I,
GENERAL
After examining the available evidence, the National Research Councilfs
Corn rnittee on Passive Srno king and the Surgeon General concluded:
1.

Involuntary smoking is a cause of disease, including lung cancer, in otherwise
4
healthy nonsmokers,

2.

Infants and children exposed to tobecco smoke in the home have an increased
incidence of serious respiratory infections such as bronchitis and pneumonia
in early childhood, and smaller rates of increase in lung function as the lung
matures.

3.

Healthy nonsmokers e ~ s e to
d tobacco smoke in the air experience acute
physical reactions including eye, nose and throat irritation.

4.

. The simple separation of smokers and nonsmokers in the same air space does
not eliminate the exposut.e of nonsmokzrs to the harmful constituents found
in airborne tobacco smoke.
Preliminary studies have identified other risks to nonsmokers, including a

reduction in the llung function of healthy adult ndnsmokers, 1/ a higher risk for hleart
disease and an increased incidence of death from heart attack i n individuals with preexisting heart disease inarried to smkeas, 2/ and the exacerbation of sympto xis in
individals with pre-existing lung disease or who are sensitive to tobacco smoke. 3/
The two Reports draw a careful distinction beheen those areas i n which there is
sufficient scientific evidence to conclude that involuntary smoking is a proven health
hazard and those areas in whilch more research is needed. For example, whille the
Reports find the evidence sufficient to conclude that involuntary smoking increases the
risk of lung cancer in nonsmokers, they allso conclude that additional resemch is needed
,

before the same can be said for the relationship betlween involuntary smoking and
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1 cardiovascular disease, cancers other than lung cancer, and decreases i n lung function i n
otherwise healthy adults. The fact that the two Reports caut~iouslyemphasize the need
for more research in certain areas heightens the significance of their conclusions i n thase
, areas where they find the scientific evidence sufficient to &aw meaningful scientific

conclusions.
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INVOLUNTARY SMOKING AND LUNG CANCEB

The N RC and the Surgeon General'concluded that involuntary smoking increases
the lrisk for lung cancer in nonsmokers. The NRC report estimates that the increased
risk of lung cancer for involuntary srnokels ranges fmm 14 to 6646. 4/
The NRC risk range is based on a review of thirteen different studies on
involuntary smoking and lung cancer conducted internationally and in the Ulnited States.
Considering the worldwide data as a whole, the NRC estimates an average 34% higher
risk of lung cancer for nonsmokers regularly exposed to tobacco smoke. S/ Using only
the data from studies conducted i n the United States, the NRC estimates the relative
increased risk of lung cancer to be 14%, 6/ accounting for approximately 2400 lung
cancer deaths among nonsmokers in 1985. 7 / Based upon the NRC1s figures, with the
exception of;asbestos, involuntary smoking causes more deaths than all of the other
airborne pollutants regulated by the Environmental Pmtection Agency combined. 8/
Although the majority of the studies on involuntary smoking and llung cancer use
wives of smoking husbands as subjects, and have measured their expcswre i n the home,
the Surgeon General's report states that there is no reason to believe that the increased
risk of lung cancer is limited to exposure in the home. In fact, i n the United States
nonsmokers often may k expsed to tobacco smoke for longer periods of time in the
workplace. The finding that regular expasure to tobacco smoke increases the
nonsmoker's risk tor lung cancer is ~pplicableto any enclosed envilronment, although the
relative risks may vmy depending on factors such as ventilation rates, the number of
smokers, the proximity of srnoken, and smilar considerations.

B.

INVOLUNTARY S\IOXIXC IN C H I L D R E N

Both reports found that exposure to tobacco smoke is associated with a variety of
adverse health impacts in infants and children. The Chairman of the NRC Committee
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stated that studies of children exposed to smoke at home are "remarkably consistent" in
showing that such exposure is "clearly harm fui" to children of smoking parents. 9/ The
Surgeon General's report reaches the same conclusion. 10/
The NRC and Surgeon General's Reports review the results of more than 25
studies comparing children of smoking parents with children of r f o ~ r n o l d nparents.
~
The
studies measure the effects of tobacco smoke exposure on respiratory symptoms,
pulmonary function, and respiratory tract illness. 1Il/
The data indicate that children of smoking parents develop lower respiratory tract
illnesses such as bronchitis andpneumonia up to twice as often in the first year of life as
children with nonsmoking parents. 12/ Respiratory symptoms, such as cough, sputum,
and wheezing, occun in children exposed to tobacco smoke in a ratio f r o m 1.2 to 1.8
compred to children of nonsmokers. 13/ Decreases in lung function (FEV) i n chilben of
smoking parrents range f r o m zero to 0.5% per year, a small effect but possibly significant
in the overall developm ent of chronic obstructive lung disease in llater life.14/
Other studies have examined the eftect of;chronic ilnvoluntary smolting by children
on subsequent height and weight development. 13/ The sssociatilon of chronic ear
infections and eftusions in children witlh parents who smoke at hom~ealso has been
studied. 16/ In addition, the N RC reviewed several studies which show a decrease in
lung function in childnen of smokers, and otherrs which found lower birth weights tor

babies born to nonsmoking mothers whose spouses snoke, and stunted powth i n children
with smoking parents. 17,' B o t h Reports also recommend that addiltional research be
conducted to further ecin1r.e and quantify these risks for chilcken and b o t h the N R C
I

Com.mittee and the Surgeon General recommend that parents eliminate smoke from the
environment of small children. 118/
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C.

ACUTE REACTIONS TO TOBACCO SMOKE

The reports indicate that there are obervable and serious short term, acute
physical reactions in nonsmokers exposed. to tobacco smoke. Many nonsmokers
experience some level of physical irritation and discomfort in the presence of tobacco
smoke. For some, these symptoms may bewme severe, a p e d a d y in individuals with
preexisting respiratory problems, such as asthma, emphysema, or alleagies. 19/
The most common acute effects include irnitation of the eyes, nose and throat.

20/ Both Reports note that scientific questions have been raised about the impact of
tobacco smoke on allergy sensitive individuals, asthmatics and others with obstructive
lung disorders. Although the evidence to date is preliminary, several studies have shown
that asthmatics experience significant pulmonary impairment as a result of involuntary
smoking. 21/ Othen sensitive persons, such as those with allergies, may also eqerience
significantly more severe acute reactions to tobacco smoke. 22/ Both reports
recommend more research in this area, as well as on the acute cardiovascular effects
(blood pressure, heart rate) in healthy subjects exposed to tobacco smoke.

TO nitigate the acute effects of involuntary smoking in 80% of nonsmokers, the
NIRCfound that ventilation rates at least five times those normally required in nonsmoking envimnments are needed where smoking is permiltted. 23/ Finally, the NRC
found that the benefits of increased ventilation rates are only observable on the short
term acute effiects of involuntsry smoking. The N R C was not able to identify what, i f
any, ventilation rate would be needed to reduce the risk tor lung cancer.
Conclusion

?C1

0

The reports of the N;IC and the Surgeon General establish that involuntary
smoking is a serious publlic h c s i t h hazard. While futlulre research is needed to more fully
undlerstand the complete smp of the hazaod, the reports make clear that it can cause
lung cancer and severe, acute effects in m a n y individuals and does pose a particularly
serious hamrd to infants and children.
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POLICYIMPLICATIONS
The scientific conclusion that involuntary smoldng poses a serious health hazard is

likely to prompt a thorough examination of what actions have been taken and what new
policy considerations are raised by these Reports. The home, the workplace, buses,

airplanes and other means of tramportation, and other public plhces where smokers and
nonsmokers mix each pose different policy issues. This section will explore the different
sites in which nonsmokers are exposed to bbacco smoke, and examine the alternatives
available to address the problem of involuntary smoking in each setting.

A.

INVOLUNTARY SM3 KING IN THE HOME

The NRC Com mi ttee and the Surgeon General recommended that all tobacco
srnoke be eliminated from the environment of small children. The Surgeon General
called parental smoking iln the home a form of child abuse. Previous concerns expressed
by health officials about parents who srnoke have focused on the behavioral issues, i.e,

panents as role models for chilicken, and parental smoking as an implicit endorsement and
encouragement to the child to s t x t smoking. The new findings alter thlese concerns.
The fact that smoking iln tlhe home jeopardizes the health of their spouses, infants
and young children raises the question; hod can these family members be protected?
While the risk of injury i n the home is well1 documented, fewer policy options are

available for addressing these isues i n the home than in any other setting. Traditional
governmental and judicial mechanism for discouraging harm ful behavior and
apportioning responsibility d nd lliability for actions by nowfamily members outside of the
home provide little guidance in this setting.
Background

The protection of c h l l f en and other family members in the home is governed by
state law rather than federal law. While these laws vary somewhat from state to state,
they generally apply only to cases of severe abuse andlor neglect, reflecting the
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consemus that government intervention into private family affairs is to be tolerated only

in crisis-intervention situations to prevent serious, imminent injury. Typically,
pvemment offldals have no authority to intervene to pmtect a child in the home unless
a court has peobeble cause to believe that a child is in serious physical danger or that an
4

emergency exists 24/ Law suits between family members also have been looked upon
with disfavor. For most of this century, family members were not permitted to sue each
other. The Doc trine of Interspousal Immunity, followed in virtually every jurisdiction in
the United States until about twenty-five years ago, prohibited one spouse fmrn suing
another for compensation for wrongful injury. 25/ While this doctrine has been
abrogated or limited in all but ten states, 26/ it reflects a still pervasive view that
government, in general, and the Courts, i n particular, have a narrowly circumscribed role
in resolving intra-family matters. Thus, despite the harm smoking can cause in the
home, direct government interven~tion,legislatively or judicially, is not likely.
Policy Options
Public education is likely to be the most effective means immediately available to
protect children and nonsmoking swuses from the risk of involuntary smoking in the
home, Any such effort would d e ~ n dupon educational messages designed to make all
parents and smoking spouses aware of the impact 06 their smoking on the health of their
children and other family mem bem. This public education process requilres the
involvement of both the public and private sectors. The faieral government has the
capability both of generating its own educational material and acting as a catalyst for
independent efforts by the public and private sectors at the state and local level In the
-

past several years the federal government and the private voluntary health s e c t o ~have
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initiated public education cam?aijns directed at mothers who smoke, drink, or use ckugs 0
to inform them of the harm these habits can cause to the fetus. The evidence of the

harm caused to infants by involuntary smoking should be incorporated into this and
similar campaips.
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The role of government in this educational e f f o ~ is
t limited. First, i t can dedicate
resources to a broad public education campain about the hazards of involuntary smoking
in the horn e. Second, i t can take responsibility for ensuring that those who can deliver
the message are motivated and have the information they need.

The voluntary health sector, including health

associations, and

community and school-based organizations with access to parents are another critical
component of an overan educational effort. Specialists such as pediatricians,
obstetricians, and gynecologists are in a position to play a key role in dissernineting this
information to parents and parents-tebe, most of whom look to these physicians for
guidance and assistance in caring for their chil&en.
-

P h y s i c i a ~providing prenatal cape are in a unique position to innuence the

smoking behavior of mothers-to-be and their spouses, both during the pregnancy and

after the baby is born. Birthing and parenting classes also present important
opportunitiles to inform parents-to-be of this health hazard to their child. Internists and
other general practitioners who provide hedth care to adults and who are currently
warning their patients about the hazards of active smoking can promote awareness of the
hazards of environmental tobacco smoke. Finally, pediatricians who treat children of;

smokers are i n a position to emphasize the significance of the hazards of involuntary
smoking and to counsel parents.
Pnivate sector efforts need not be liinited to health pnofessionals. Schools, parent
teacher organizations, comm unity recreational and athletic programs and others can
educate directly or through school aged children. Another traditional source of
,

information for and influence in the family setting is organized religion. Religious
leaders, by providing this information to many adults and children i n their congregations
who might not otherwise recelve it, can contribute to the general public education effort

,

on this issue as they have on other non-relligious subjects. A l l of these efforts need to
target both parents and children, as experience has shown that as children have been
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taught about the dangers of smoking, they often have carried this information back to
their parents. Given the evidence a b u t the hamrds of involuntary smoking, chilcken
need to be educated so that they may bekme advocates for t h e i ~own health both by
encouraging their parents to quit and by avoiding the smoke at home or elsewhere.
b

B. CHILDREN AND INVOLUNTARY SMOKING OUTSIDE THE HOME
Children also are exposed to airborne tobacco smoke in environments outside the
home. Many children spend a significant portion of their daily life in either day care
centers or schools and in waiting rooms in hospitals, physicians8offices and other health
care delivery sites. Much of this time occurs during critical years in the physical
development of the child when sensitivity to the adverse effects of involuntary smoking
may be at its peak. Given the evidence, there is reason for concern about the cun ulative
exposure of infants and children to tobacco smoke on a regular basis in envimnments
other than the home.

Background
The restraints which limit governmental action in the home do not exist in other
settings. Although regulations and laws vary from state to state and from site to site,
day care centers, schools, hospitals and other health care delivery sites are subject to
government regulation in many states. The question is whether these statutes andfor
~egulationsare adequlat e to protect these children fm m involuntary srnoldng. Currently,
smoking is legislatively regulated in d a y care facilities only to the extent they happen to
fall within the definition of a "public placen in clean indoor air llegislation. Although 27
states have enacted some rrestnctions on smoking in school buildings, only two -Alaska
and Arkansas

- appear to have specifically listed day care centers as public buildings

wvered by their Clean Indoor Air Act. 27/ These two states do not address the

particular concerns posed by day care centers.
In addition, no data exist as to the number of day care centers which have acted
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on their own to protect children under their care from involuntary smoking. The data
which are available concern elementary and secondary schools rather than day care
centers and other preschool facilities. A 1986 survey by the National School Boards
Association (NSBA) of 2000 school districts nationwide found that 87% of the 71 4
respondents have a written policy and/or regulations governing smoking in the schools.
Approximately half (47% of the respondents) have banned all smoking by students in
school buildings, on school grounds, or a t school functiow Many others prohibit smoking
by students except in designated areas or outside of the school buildings. However, only
2% of these school districts have similar restrictions on smoking by faculty and
administration. Most school districts (81%) permit smoking by faculty and administration

-

in designated areas inside school buildings. 72% of the school districts responding to

NSB A's survey indicated tlhat the health hazards associated with smoking were a major
factor in the decision to institute smoking policies, alt hoxh concerns about role
modelling, peer pressure, and compliance with state and local statutes governing the legal
age for punchasing tobacco products, or governing smoking in public places (dean indoor
air laws) were also ci td. Even i n Nortlh Carolina, the leading producer of tlobacco, 28
out of the state's 4 0 school systems have adopted a total ban on smoking by students
since 1979. hio~eover,i n 'dinston-Sallem, the home of R J . Reynolds Tobacco Compny, a
1986 survey revealed that 86% of parents and 62% of students support a total ban on
sinoking on school grounds. 28/
Thirty-two states plus the District of Columbia restrict smoking i n hospitals. 29/

As is the case with schools, smoking policies in h q i t a l s rnlay vary firom site to site.
Some hospitals prohibib sxod;!g only where i t poses a safety hamrd, such as near
combustible material; others ~ s s i g npatilent be& by smoking status and pmvide
desipated smoking and non-j3oting areas in waiting morns and other public areas. S till1
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others prohibit smoking tlhmughout the facility or limit it to areas not frequented by

p

ptients. 301 Despite these ?olicies, survey data reveal that smoking is still widely
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permitted in patient are& in hospitals and fewer than half have nonsmoking areas in
waiting rooms or lobbies. 31/ The rules of the Joint Commissim on the Accreditation of
Hospitals (JCAH),the organization whose standards establish the norm in health care
settings, r e g i r e that hospitals have hospital-wide smoking policies, but do not include
b

any standards for such policies, Thus, a hospital may permit smoking throughout its
facilities, patient care and waiting areas and meet the JCAH smoking policy
~quirement. Ironically, while pmviding little concrete protection for patients, the
JCAH standards do provide that smoking must be restricted in areas where equipment,

such as oxygen tanks, pme a hazard.
Separate from any state, local or pivately mandated standards for places where
children may be exposed to tobacco smoke, the tort law in most jurisdictiom places a
burden on those who care for young chil&en to exe~cisereasonable care to protect them
from reasonably forseeable hazards. This duty has been interpreted to mean the exercise

of such care "as a parent of ordinary prwdence would observe in comparable
circumstances.~ 32/ The recent reports may be par titularly significant in establishing
liability and apportioning respnsibilitly i n these settings because common law tort
principles limit liability to those injuries which are reasonebly forseeable, 331 and
involuntary smoking-related injuries now are substantially more likely to be found to be
reasonably forseesble. While there are no cases reported in the United States involving
injuries to children fmm involuntary smoking i n day care centem or silinilar settings, i n
light of the newly released findings, it w o d d not be unrealistic to expect the courts to be
asked to examine the extent t~ ,which day care operators and othem who fail to take

N

children under their supervision fmm tobacco smoke
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silould be held legally respnslSle for any smoking-related injuries suffered by those
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children.
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Policv O~tions
Little information exists about protections currently being provided to infants and

young children against the hazards of environmental tobacco smoke. No survey data
exist and the traditional regulatory bodies have not focused their at tention on this
pmblem. Data need to be collected and a comprehensive approdch developed. Direct
governmental regulation, particularly at the state and local level, could bring about a

rapid change in the protection currently provided. Regulations which govern day care
centers, schools, and health cme facilities, as well as existing and proposed clean indoor
air legislation covering public places and the workplace, should be reviewed and
emmined to determine the extent to which they take into account the particular risks
involuntary smoking poses for children. Specific rules to protect children i n these
settings may be necessary. These could include: prohibiting smoking in any part of;a
building where the ventillation recirculates the air into areas used by children; and
prohibiting teachers and/or caretakers or other employees fmm s m o ~ n gif the
ilnstitutionls ventilation system recirculat es air fmm the raoml(s) set aside for smoking.
Private sector initiatives also can have a direct impact. Local and state school
boards, school administrators, PTX1s, school health providers, religious leaders and heallthl
educators are all i n a position to bilng about appropriate changes in policies governing
smoking in and around day care centers and schools and need to be made awane of the
findings in these reprts. Similarly, the Joint Commission on the Accreditation of
Hos2itals could $lay a signi ficsnt role i n pmt ecting children exposed to environmental
tobacco smoke in health care fdcilities by revising t h e i ~requirements. Organizations

: like the Amerilcan Society of :{eating, Refrigerating and Ailr Condi~tioningEngineers, Inc.
(XSHRAE), which produce ~ ~ , : e accepted
ly
minimum ventilation and indoor ai~rquality

: rates also need to review and revise their curpent standards to take into account the
*

hazards of involuntary srnlob ng.
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INVOLUNTARY SMOKING IN PUBLIC PLACES

Nonsmokers are exposed to tobacco smoke whether or not they live with a smoker
or work in a place when smoking is permitted It is virtually impossible to live a normal
existence without being exposed to some level of tobacco smoke during some part of the
C

day, whether the exposure takes place in grocery store check out lines, restaurants,

municipal buildings or at sporting events or public meetings.
The reports of the Surgeon General and the National Research Council base thein

6rdings on studies which document the longterm health hazards to indivi&als who
breathe tobacco smoke in the air at home. These studies do not isolate the effects of the
repeated short-term expsure which occurs in public places. Nonetheless, the data
provide reason for concern about the cumulative effects of tobacco smoke expasure in
public places. Both reports p i n t out that e w s u r e to tobaccro smoke, even for a
relatively short period of time, mm rnonly causes acute effects, such as eye, ncse and
throat irritation and may cause more serious acute effects in highly sensitive
individuals. Both nports also provide reason for concern that this short-term exposure
may contribute to the increased risk ofi lung cancer for nonsmokers, because it
contributes to the overall amount of tobacco smoke a nonsmoker inhales, a fact which
may be of particular concern for those also elposed at home or at work. Thus, while the
primary health effects of ~ p e s t e dshort-term expasures i n public places are the more
visible acute effects, the culm dative impact of these exposures in conjunction with
exposures in the home and workplace also should be considered in determining what steps
are necessary to protect nons nokers,
Background

in

The Surgeon General's report defines a public place as any enclosed area in which 0
the public is permitted or to xhich the public is invited. 34/ Examples of public places
include, but are not limitled to educational facillitlies, health care facilities, public
transportation facilities, reception areas and areas open to the general public in office

P
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buildings and government buildings, restaurants, grocery stores, bars, sports arenas,
retail stores, theaters, and waiting rooms. In s b r t , a public place encompasses almost

any place the public is permitted outside 'the home.
Smoking in public places poses different issues than either smoking at home or at
4

the workplace and these distinctions affect the policy alternatives available to pmtect

nonsmokers. Traditional restraints against governmental intrusion into the home and
against judicial interfelrence in family relationships do not apply, a n 4 thus, direct
legislative and regdlatory action is likely to continue to be the most widely used

mechanism $or protecting nonsmokers in public places.
While the judicial systlen has acted as a catalyst for public and private sector
action to pmtect nonsmokers in the workglace, the Courts have played virtually no role
in promgting action to protlect nonsnoken in public places. The lreasons for the
judiciary's lack of involvement i n protecting nonsmokers in public places differs fmm the
reasons why it has played no role w i t h regard to smoking i n the home. While public
policy considerations limit pvernrn ent and judicial involvement in protecting 6amily
members in the home, the major impediments to judicial involvement to protect

nonsmokers i n public ?laces bjve been factual and scientihlc. Store owners and sthers
responsible for public places do have a legal obligatilon to exercise reasonable care to
keep their plremises in a safe condition, to discover dangerous conditions and to remedy
them in order to protect those xho enter the premises. 35/ Owners and custodians of
these public places are not insupers of tlhe safety of their visitors. Theilr duty is to
exeocise "reasonable care,"

Su t that

obligation extends to everything that threatens a

visitor with a forseeable, mre3sonable risk of harm, unless the visitor is aware of the

. dangenous condition and knoul3gly exposes himself to that risk.

,
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An essential element of any lal~suit seeking damages for personal injury is the

:

N

ability to prove that the injiay, i n fact, was caused by the action or inaction of a
particular party or parties. Normally, a person in any one public place is exposed to

w

p

m
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tobacco smoke in the air for a relatively short period of time and may also be exposed to
tobacco smoke in a number of different public places each day. In contrast, exposure to
tobacco smoke at work is likely to be f0r.a longer duration and easier to isolate. The
same or a similar exposwe also is likely to occur day after day, possibly for years. These
distinctions make it more difficult for an injured nonsmoker to &ta blish that a smoking
related injury was the result of e m u r e in a specific public place. The two Reports
provide support for the conclusion that exposure to tobacco smoke in public places may
be harm ful and/or may contribute to the overall risk of disease from involuntary
smoking. However, given the individualls typical expaure to smoke in public places and
the state of the current scientific evidence, it still appears unlikely in the near future
that the Courts will hold an owner or custodian of a particular public place liable for a
nonsmokers l o n e term injury.
A t present, the judicial Srocess may offer a more viable alternative for those

individuals who suffer an immediate, acute reaction from expasure to tobacco smoke

These indivicbaIs are in a substantially better position to prove the causal link between
their acute reaction and their exposuE to smoke at a particular location. The geneaal,
well accepted legal principles which require owners and custodians of places visited by
the general public to keep their premises in a safe condition would appear to be
applicable to the situation i n which a nonsmoker suffers an acute reaction, depending
upon the setting, the reasonableness of the action taken to pmtect nonsmokers, and
whether the courts find that the nonsmoker should have been a m r e of the risk and
knowingly exposed himself to it.
The possibility of increased judicial activity raises another interesting question

N

0
about whether there is a nrrelalon between the t b e a t of judicial action and pdvate
settor voluntary corrective action. Where direct legislative and regulatory action to
protect nonsmokers has not been taken, there appear to be more reports of voluntary
actions by employers aware of the threat of judicial intervention then by owners and
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custodians of public

who have not faced such a threat It is unclear whether this

is because of the risk of judicial action or for other reasons.
To date, state and local legislatures have taken the lead in protecting the public

from the hazards of involuntary smoking in public places. As of 1986, 41 states and the
District of Columbia have enacted state-wide laws regulating sdoldng in a t least one
public space. Among the nine states without any legislation to restrict smoking in public
places are the three major tobacco-producing states: North Carolina, Virginia and
Tennessee. 37/ In addition to state legislation, many local jurisdictions (cities, counties)
have enacted smoking restrictions, including seventy-four communities in California. 38/
The majority of the current laws regulating smoking were enacted in the past
decade, with 23 new lav*vsenacted by sixtzen states since 1980. 391 Xo'nrever, these laws
vary substsnti~allyin coml?rehensiveness. The primary stated purpose of the mope recenlt
legislation is to pmtect the health and comfort of the public by designating areas in
which smoking is permitted. 401 While'the mechanism for enforcement of these smoking
policies varies from jurisdiction to jurisdiction, the common experience has been that
these 2olicies cause few enforcement poblems and have been largely self-enforcing.
41/ Further, public opinion poUs show overwhelming support for restrictiom on smoking
in public places both among nonsmokers and smokers. For exarnplle, a 1986 American

Cancer Society poll found that 9336 of current cigarette smokeas, and 9 3 % of
nonsmokers, favored "no smoking" sections in publlic places. 42/
Most current state and local policies regulating smoking i n publlic places, like
those governing the workplace, are the product of a series of political and practical
compromises. Many of these coinpmmises have been unrelated to the scilentific evidence
about the healtlh risks to nons:nokers. For instance, many policies @@quire
the simple
separation of smokers and nonsmokers i n public transit facillitieq restaurants and other
'

public facilities without regand to whether they share the same airspace. However, the
Sungeon General's report notes that the separation of smokers and nonsmokers i n the

same aimpace does not eliminate the nonsmoker's expaure to tobacco smoke. There is
no evidence that such a policy, while reducing some acute irritations, eliminates the
health risks to nonsmokers. These policies per mi t smokers to continue to smoke in
settings in which nonsmokers will be exposed to at least some level of tobacco smoke.
The recent Reports provide no support for an assumption that tht expasure of

-

nonsmokers to just some tobecco smoke is not harmful.
Other policies which are the result of political and/or practical compromises
totally or partially exempt many areas where the public is exposed to smoke. M a t often
these exemptions cover bars, restaurants seating fifty or fewer and other retail
establishments. For, instance, in Alaska, smoking is restricted in "food establishments"
sesting 5 0 or more persons; i n Connecticut, smoking is restricted to desianated areas in
restaurants seating 75 or more, except during private functions. New Jemey, which
requires private em?loyers to establish smoking policies and totally prohibits smoking in
a broad range of public facili.ties, "encouragest1restaurants to establish nonsmoking
areas. 43/ Many reasons have been given for these exemptions. Restaurant owners have
argued that it is imixssible to separate smokers and nonsmokers in small restaurants.
Restaurant and bar owners also Have argued that nestrietions on smoking i n their
establishments would be costlly to implement and wodd hunt hsiness. Howevetr, these
concerns have not been borne out Sy experience. In jurisdictions with strong clean indoor
ailr acts, the available evidence, allbeit inostly anecdotal, is that protections for
nonsmokers have cost little to im?lement andbif anything, have been good for business.

With the exception oi tbe Department of Transportation rules governing sinoking
aboard commerci~alaircraft and the Interstate Comaerce Commission's regulations
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governlingsmoking on intsrstste buses, the federal ,pvernrnentls mle i n protecting
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nonsmokers has been confined to those agencies ~ h i c hhave promulgated regulations to b
b

Cb

govern their own employees, Legislation to restrict smoking to designated areas in all

td

federal buildings was introduced in the Ninty-Ninth ~cclgr&s,but was not enacted.
Similar legislation has been introduced in the One-Hundredth Congress and is pending,
Several different federal agencies have addressed the pmblem of involuntary
smoking within the buildings under their control. Although these policies affect visitors
to these buildings, these actions have been pmm pt ed prim ariiy by managem en t concerns
4

for the health and safety of employees. In the Pcstal Service, which administers 25% of
all Federal office space and employs over 700,000 workers, smoking restrictions exist,
but were implemented primarily to protect the highly flammable mail. 45/ Current
Postal Service smoking regulations prohibit employee smoking "while receiving mail f r o m
the public, around conveyor belt twnnels, collecting mail fmm letter boxes, loading or
unloading hail, distributing mail into pouches and sacks, or handling, working or closing
pouches or sacks on nacks." 4 6 / This prohibition applies primarily to workroom aneas.

In contrast, the regulations governing smoking in Postal Service office space do not
establish a spcific procedure for developing smoking policies and result in vaaying
policiles from office to ofifice. 47/

The General Services Administration (GSA), and the Department of Defense
(DoD), which with the Postal Service administer 90% of dl Federal office space, have
each recently revised theilr smoking policies. In response to the GSX regulations, on May
6, 1987 the Departi-nent of Health and Human Services (DHHS) announced a policy

banning smoking entirely i n all of their buildings. In addi tion~,the Veterans
Administration, which administers 172 VX medical centers and 225 clinics, has also
recently updated its srnoki ng policies. 4 8 r
The General Servilces Administration is the largest single source of workplace
'

smoking policies for civilian Federal1 employees 49/ On December 8, 1986, the GSA

Na

issued fiml nevisions to ilts srnoldng regulations which took effect February 8, 1987. The
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new regulations, issued ' l n remgnition of the increased health hazards of passive smoke
on the nonsmoker," specify that "smoking is to be held to an abolute minimum in areas
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where there are nonsmoker^.^ SO/ While modestly more stringent than prior restrictions,
the revised GSA smoking regulations still allow for the exposwe of nonsmokers to
tobacco smoke In GSA facilities because they permit smoking in space shared by smokers
an3 nonsmoke~ssuch as hallways, cafeterias and restrooms. Smoking also is allowed in

open office space pmvided the local administration concludes that the configuration and
5

ventilation of the space adequately protects the nonsmoker. Whether these regulations
will be effective is uncertain. The ~gulationsdecentralize implementation and

enforcement and place substantial responsibility in the hands of local agency
administrators. The regulations also pmvide local administrators with no concrete
standards, thereby increasing the possibility of variations in application.
In March 1986, the Secretary of Defense issued a health promotion directive which
included the initiation of "an aggressive anti-smoking campaign." More stringent
limitations on smoking in DoD facilities, appmximately 30% of all Federal office space,
are included in the directive. It requires the establishment of nonsmoking areas in all
eating facilities, and prohibits smoking in common work areas unless adequate space and
ventilation is available to provide '!a healthy envimnment." However, like the GSA
regulations, the DoD regulations do not define "healthy environment" and so it is unclear
how stringently this requitrement will be enfiorced. 511
The Veterans Administration implemented new smoking regulations in March of
1986. These regulations represent a significant change from previous policies. 'They
restrict all smoking to designated areas. 52/ Finally, the Indian Health Service of the
U.S. Public Health Service is now virtually smokefree, and the Assistant Secretary for

Health of the Department of Health and Human Services upon pelease of t h e 1986
Surgeon General's report, announced the initietica of an effort to make the entire ~ u b l i c N

Health Service smokefree. The >lay 6th announcement from the DHIiS w i l l effect a
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smoke-free policy throughout the Department.

In the private sector, there are examples of voluntary action to pmtect
nonsmokers in public places. Some restaurants have instituted nonsmoking sections.
Several national hotel chains, including Hilton Hotels, Hyat t Hotels, iN estin Hotels,
Quality Inns, and Embassy Suites, now r e g i r e a specific proportion of their rooms to be
designated as nonsmoking, often imposing an additional charge on violations of the
b

policy. 53/ Many have also instituted nonsmoking secticns in their dining facilities
whether or not such policies are required by law. However, a regular pattern of such
voluntary action among private sector custodians of public places has yet to emerge.
Policy Options
There remain substantial gaps in the protections provided to nonsmokers in public
places. The R e p r t s highlight the need for the development of a cornp~ehensiveapproach
to fill these gaps. The primary response is likely to come from four separate sources:
State and local legislative bodies, the courts, voluntary action and the federal
government.
State and local legislative bodies have been in the forefront of efforts to protect1
nonsmokers in public places. The findings of the Reports pmvide a stronger public health
basis for action as well as scientitic guidance for what needs to be done. Legislators in
states and llocalities with no gmtections for nonsmokers need to be pmvided this
information together with guidance on appropriate protections. The findings also should
be cause for state and local governments which already have clean indoor air

requirements to reevaluate their policies.
Many pivate sector organizations who have played a lleadership role now
recognize the importance of plitical acticn at the state and local level as an essential
'

A

part ofi any overall effort tlo milnirnize the health impact of involuntary smoking.
.

.
I

.
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Organizations such as the Arnerilcan Lung Association, the American Heart Association
and the American Cancer Society alaeady have created a joint project to encourage their

state and local affiliates to form coalitions in sqport of stronger clean indoor air
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pmtections. Californians for Nonsmokers' Rights, the organization which has played a
leading role in the passage of protections at the state and local level in California also
concluded that the scientific evidence requires the passage of similar legislation at the
state and local level throughout the rest of the nation and changed its name to
Americans for Nonsm kersf Rights and expanded its scope accordingly.
b

In addition to state and local governmental actions, the judiciary may act as a
catalyst in prompting voluntary efforts to protect nonsmokers. As noted above, the two
Reports provide medical evidence which may sqport court actions against custodians of
public places who do not exercise "reasonable car@ to emure that nonsmokers visiting
their premises are not harmed by tobacco smoke. The Reports increase the likelihood of
such litigation.
The private sector also may play a critical role in any overall effort to protect
nonsmokers. Many of the public places such as restaurants, grocery stores and movie
theaters covered by existing clean indoor ailr laws are owned and operated by the private
sector, Busingss associations such as the Chambers of Commerce, the National
Restaurant Association, and other Susiness/bade associations can act as either an
impediment to or a supporter of volwntary actions to pmtect nonsmokeas. The more
these associations are educated about the findings of these reports, the ease w i t h which
earlier acts have been implemented, the positive or at least, neutral effect that earlier
clean indoor air acts have had on business and the possible legal responsibilli t y faced by
those who fail to act, the more likely they will be to play a positive role. Currently, the
National Restaurant Associatica recommends that its members respond to consumer
demands for nonsmoking sections; such a recommendation could both be expanded and
made more specific. Other a c t i w , such as a recommendation supportive of the creation
of nonsmoking morns and floors in major hotel chains, muld cornplimlent and coincide
with state or local regulatory action, thereby enhancing effective implementation and
enforcement of protections for nonsmokers in a wide range of public places, minimizing
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the negative effect of government regulatian on these members of the private sector
business community and reducing the risk of judicial intervention.
Althollgh the Federal government's role in this area is limited, the Reports support
the need to ensure that nonsmoldng Federal workers and visitors to Federal buildings are
adequately protected from the hazer& of involuntary smoking. Another option, but one
C

not necessarily designed to replace action at the other levels of government, is the

possible role of the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). To date the EPA has not
regulated substances in any medium without a specific legislative mandate, such as the
Clean Air Act

OF

the Clean Water Act. Nonetheless, EPA1s mandate is broad. The

Reorganization Plan N1o.3 of 1970, in which President Nixon proposed the creation of the
~nvironrnentalProtection Agency, states: 54/
The EPA would have the capacity to do research i n important pollutants
irrespective ofr the media i n which they appear, and on the impact of these
pollutants on the total environment
With these data, the EPA would be able tlo
establish quantitative environmental baselines

.. .

.. .

--

...

-

the EPA would be able
in concert with the states - to set and enforce
standards for air and water quality and for individual pollutants.
The roles and functions of the EP A as enumerated i n the President's message include:

-

the establishment and enforcement of environmental pmtecthon standards
consistent with national envimnm ental goals,
the conduct of research on the adverse effects of pollution and on methods
and equi?mlent for controlling ilt, the gathering of information on pollution,

and the use of this infornation in strengthening environmental protection
programs and recom mendling policy changes.
Recently the EP.4 established an indoor sir pmgram to report to the public on
specific aspects of indoor ailr. 5 5 1 The office currently plans' to provide diagnostic,
mitigation, and prevention information to the states and public about indoor air pollution
'

.-

similar to the functions of its existing program on radon pollutionl. EPA also was a

0

sponsor of tlhe National Research Council Report. However, there is no indication that
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EPA intends to develop e v p s i r e standards andlor awly risk assessment techniques to its
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examination of environmental tobacco smoke. Any examination of expanding EPA's
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current role should include an analysis of whether this pmMem is best addressed at the
Federal or at the state level, whether or not there is a need for quantifiable standards of
exposure, and what scien ti flc and technical problems would be involved in developing
exposure standards.

D,

INVOLUNTARY SMOKING IN PUBLIC CONVEYANCES

-

Millions of Americans use some form of public conveyance bus, taxi, train,

-

subway, airplane on a dairy basis. On airplanes alone Americans take more than 300
million trips annually. 56/ The smoking population using public conveyances reflects the
percentage of the general p p d a t i m (appmximately 30%) which smokes. 57/ However,
the enclosed environment, limited air circulation, and close proximity of pssengers
conimon to most public conveyances may aggravate the acute, irritating effects of
involuntary smoldng for both passengers and crew. On airplanes, the cabin environment
creates concentrations of tobacco smoke higher than those normally found in other public
places. 58/ Many examples of short term acute effects of this kind of exposure have
been presented to the Civil Aeronautics Baud (CAB). The l a g term effects of this kind
of exposure have not been explored in depth, but for airplane cabin crews it is estimated
that a flight attendant working full time is receiving an exgosure to aivborne tobacco
smoke approximately equal to that associated with living with a one pack-a-day smoker.
59/ Exposure to envilronrnentd tobacco smoke has not been quanltified in other types of

public transportation vehicles or facilities, but the conclusions of t l ~ oReports raise the
possibility that the exposum of passengers and crew i n public conveyances is no less n
public health concern than similar exposure i n other environments.

In August 1986, the

;Vs tional

Academy of Sciences' Committee on Airliner Cabin

w

C/r
Air Quality issued a Congresnonally-mendated report on the quality of the air found in 0
CI

the passenger sections of commercial aircraft. Among other contarninents, the
Committee identified airborne tobacco smoke as s major health and safety hazard for
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both passengers and crew. The Committee found that tobacco smoke in the air of
airplanes *is a hazardous substance and is the most freqent source of complaint about
aircraft air quality? The Corn mittee added:
A l t h o ~ hthe adverse effects of ETS are still under investigation, the
Committee feels that this potential threat to the health of nonsmoking
passengers and flight a t tendant s should not be ignored, especially because
Nght attendants on some airlines can fly up to the twenty-eighth week of
pregnancy. It is highly probable that eye, nose, and throat irritation will
increase among airline passengers as outside-air ventilation rates are
decreased and recirculation is increased to improve fuel efficiency.
The Committee concluded:
The Committee recommends a ban on smoking on all domestic commercial
flights, for four rnlajor reasons: to lessen irritation and discomfort to
passengers and crew, to reduce potential health hazards to cabin crew
associated with ETS, to eliminate the possibility of fires caused by
cigarettes, and to bring the cabin air quality into line with established
standands for other closed environments. 60/

Background
Federal, state, and local governments are each involved in the regulation of public
conveyances and facilities. Interstate travel on buses and trains, and all airplane travell,
is a f d e r a l regulatory responsiBil~ity,In-state facillitiq and conveyances such as bus
systems, taxis, a d subways, are re~ulatedat the state and/or local level.
Within the Federal government, the Office of Intergovernmental and Consumer
Affairs of the Department of Tramporation (DOT) has responsibil~ityfor the rezulation of
smoking aboard commercial aircraft. The current rregulations (1 4 C.F.R. Part 252)
require that a nonsmoking section must be pmvided for passengers on all aincrafit of 30
seats or more. Cigar and p ~ smoking
p
is prohibited iln all com~mercialaircraft, and all
'

smoking is pmhibited i n planes seatinlg fewer than 30 passengers In 1984, the now

N
nonsmoking seat to an nonsmoking psssenlgens who meet the airlilne check-in deadlines,

*in

even if the airline has to expand the nonsmoking sw tion. Airlines are also required b
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defunct CAB revised the ae,-ulldtionsto require, inter alia, that ailrlines provide a
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ban all smoking when an air?lanets ventilathon system is not fully functioning. In 1984
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the CAB considered, then rejected, a pmpasal to ban all smoking on flights of two hours
duration or less.
As of January 1, 1985 the CAB'S authority to regulate smoking aboard commercial

aircraft was transferred to the Department of Transportation. Since the transfer of this
authority to DOT, no regulatory changes have been publicly considered. However, the
b

August, 1986 Report, including the recommended ban on smoking, was presented to the

Department of Transportation and the Federal Aviation Administration for review. By

law, the Secretary of Tranportation was llequired to report to Cangress with specific
responses to each of the issues raised by the NAS report, but in early 1987 the Secretary

announced that she was not prepared to recommend any regulatory changes concerning
smoking as the result of the Report.
The findilngs of the Reports of the Surgeon General and the Natilonal Research
Cowoil, when read in conjunction with the findings of the Committee on Airliner Cabin
Air Quality, raise serious questim about the sufficiency of the protections currently

provided to passengers aboard commercial aircraft. These reports document the
inadequacy of existing aircraft ventilation systems in reducing the concentration of
tobacco smoke in aircraft and point out the health hazards associated with the expcsure
levels common in airplane passenger cabins today. For instance, the Cabin Air Quality
port finds that t h e ~ eis no defined miniinal ventilation rate for air?lane passenger

cabins and that air flow rates vary f r o m ailreraft to aircraft. P a s s e n ~ rcabin ain flow
rates range from below 7 cubic feet per minute (cfm) per economy class passenger to 50
cfm per first class passenger. 611 Domestic airlines also are increasingly using air

N

systems which recirculate air rather then bring in fresh air. The NAS estimates that byo
1990, 40% of the seat-hours flown by US airlines will be on aircraft with recirculation
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systems. These ventilation systems have filters to remove some of the constituents of @
8
tobcco smoke such as lint, aemsols, gaseous tars, end micrometersized particles, but
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the NAS found that these filters are not capable of removing airborne tobacco smoke 0

vapors, 62/ Because most aircraft have no physical barriers between smoldng and
nonsmoking sectians in the passenger cabin, the report found that there is also mixing of
recirculated air between sections, thelleby distributing tobacco smoke by-products to
nonsmoking sections and throughout the passenger cabin 631

The NAS also found other reasons for particular concern qbout the concentration
of tobacco smoke in the air of mmmercial aircraft. The pattern of cigarette smoking on
airplanes differs fmm that found in public places generally, where normally one in nine
persons may be smoking at any given time. On aiaplanes, smokers are concentrated in
one area and smoking behavior is governed by the "no smoking signal light, as well as
meal and beverage service. These factors combine to create high concentrations of
airborne tobacco smoke whilch accurn d a t e not only in the smoking section but t hmughout
the airplane cabin. According to the National Academy of Sciences, these
concentrations of airborne tobacco smoke are higher than those normally occurin2 in
other public places when smoking is permitted.

64/

With regard to the health hazards of involluntary srnoking'abmd aircraft, the
Committee on Airliner Cabin Ailr Quality stated that: 65/
Given the limited number of studies of exposure to E?S in airclratt, evidence of
adverse health effects is inferred from studiles in other envimnments. These
include studies of chronic exposure, relevant to cabin crew, and studies of acute
effects of exposure, relevant to the passengers.

A second area of federal jurisdiction is intenstate bus and trailn travel. The

Interstate Commerce Commission (ICC) has restricted smoking to designated apeas on1
interstate buses since the evrly 1970's. These regulations, (49 CFR Part 1061) pmvide
' that cigarette, cigar or p i p smoking shall be l i m i t 4 to "a number of seats in the rear o f
1

the passenger-carrying motor vehicle, not to exceed 30 percent of the capacity of the

I

said vehicle." This res trictl~mdoes not apply to charter bus operations. In addition, the

:

regulation allows "minor modifications in the special seating sections established [by this
section] i n order to assure the com fort of all passengers and the provision of safe,

adoquate, and expeditious transportation service.'

What this meam in practical terms is

unclear.

The ICC used to regulate smoldng on passenger railways, but the ICC1sauthority
to regulate smoking on passenger rail ways was repealed in the late 1970's. 66/ A mtra k,
owned and operated as a fopprofit corporation by the National l$ailmed Passenger
Corporation, established by the Rail Passenger Service Act of 1970 (45 U3.C. Chapter 14
SSOl et seq.), is not considered part of the Federal government and operates
independently. Arntrak has developed and implemented a smoking policy which reflects
the requirements once mandated by the Interstate Commerce Commission. The policy
limits smoking to designated areas, including the designation of entire cars as smoking or
nonsmoking, when the configuration of the train permits. The policy states that "every
effiortn should be made to maintain the maximum distance between smokers and
nonsmokers, although cafe cars, snackbar cars, and lounge cars are uniformly designated
as smoking cars on all trains. Full1 service dining cars a n uniformly designated as
nonsmoking cars during dining service, but may be designated as a smoking lounge car
whlen dining activities have ceased. Pipe and cigar smoking is prohibited in cars whilch
are divided into smoking and nonsmoking sections, and if an un~eseavedcar in a train is
designated as smoking, the^ must be another entire unreserved car designated as
nonsmoking. How the smoki ng pollicy is enforced on each train is left to the discretion of
the train's conductor. 67/ As an i dependent organization A mtrak has the power tlo alter
and/or eliminate this policy without governrn ental approval.
A total of 35 states have enacted legidation to restrict smokilng i n public

conveyances. Restrictions on srno~ngi n public conveyances are the most commonly
enacted statewide smoking mgula tion. 68/ These restrictions vary widely. Folr
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e-uample, Mississimi provides only that a bus driver may ask a passenger to stop smoking CI
a cigar or pipe. If the pasengr refuses he may be ejected from the bus. In contrast,

Maryland specifically prohibi ts all srnoki ng in any public mass transit h s , railcar, or
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transit station, but not "public conveyancef generally. Four states (~lorida,Georgia,
Massachusetts and Washington) prohibit smoking entirely in any and all public
canveyances and related facilities. Local ordinances, such as that pmposed for New

York City, also frequently address smoking in local public transportation systems,
including taxis In the District of Columbia, for example, taxi drivers are permitted to
designate their vehicles as nonsmoking. 69/ The proposed New York City ordinance
would prohibit all smoking in taxicabs, buses and other vehicles of public transport
"during times in which the public is invited or permitted." 70/
Policy Options
Exposwe to airborne tobacco smoke in public conveyances bears similarities to
such exposure in other public places

- - in mlany instances the exposure is a regular event,

but one of relatively short duration. For those who fly f~equentlly,it is a regular event
which may last seve~alhours at a time. For airline flight attendants, bus or taxi driveas,
this e x p u r e is not only a regular event, it is part of their work environment.

A t the Federal level, turther curbs on smok5ng aboard cornmerciall aircraft and in
interstate buses and bairn are needed. The August 1986 NAS R e p r t documents the risks
to flight crews, some 70,000 of whom are expcised in flight as part of their job. :dore
than half of all flight attendants (approximately 40,000) are exposed to the cabin
environment for an average of;appnxirnately 900 hours every year. 711 The NXS Report
also addresses the hazards to air?lane passengers, stating that the envimnm ental
conditions aboard air?lanes have been found to exacerbate acute reactions to smoke.

The most recent R e p r t s cornpl~ementthe findings of the NAS R e p r t on Ailrliner Cabin1
Air Quality and llend scien ti fic weizht to the ~ecornmendationthat in-flight smoking be
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The Department of Trsns~rtationhas the authority to further restrict or
eliminate smoking aboard commercial aircraft on all domestic flights. This action can be
taken administratively without lurther Congressional action or authority. Alternatively,
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Congress has the power to limit or ban smoking on airplanes and on other for rns of public
conveyances. One billin the United States Senate proposes a ban on smoking inall f o r m
of public conveyance. Other bills in the US. House of Representatives pmpose a ban on
smoking on all domestic airline flights
The Courts could also play a role. The airline industry fates a greater risk of
litigation by airline cabin crew members or nonsmoking passengers who claim to have
been injured as the result of involuntary smoking than the owners and custodians of other
public places In 11983 and 1984, the Civil Aeronautics Board received reports of
nurnemus incidents where passengers who are sensitive to tobacco smoke were seated in
the nonsmoking section of ain2lanes and suffered acute reactions to tobacco smoke,
sometimes requiring hospitalization, des?ite the current federal regulations governing
smoking. Airline cabin crew members also have come forward to describe injuries and/or
illness brought about by their exposure to tobecco smoke while working. Serious
litigation has not resulted from these incidents in the past because of the lack of a solid
scientific basis to demonstnat e that involuntary smoking poses a health hazard to the
general public, although at least one flight attendant has been a warded worker's
compensation benefits as the result of tobecco related injuries she suffered while on the
job. 72/
The Reports may increase the llikelihood of litigation against airlines in the
future. The legidation which authorizes the Deprtment of Taansportation to regulate
smoking aboard comlmercial aircraft does not contain an express or implid preemption
prohibiting private lawsuits

3y individuals

who are injured as the result of the negligent

failure of an airline to tabe reasonable steps to adequately protect the public from this
forseeable harm. 731 Therefore, airlines may not be immune from suit even i f they
comply with federal regul~tlcns. I f the Federal government does not alter its rules, the
airline industry on its own m a y need to consider s t e p to more adequately protect
nonsmokers from harm. There is precedent
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for such voluntary action in both the United

States and Canada. Several years ago Muse Air, a Texas-based airline, later purchased
by a larger air carrier, instituted nonsmoking flights. In 1986 Air Canada instituted
nonsmoking flights on several of its m o d popular mutes, an action which not only
protected nonsmokers, but was a business success. In 1987 Air Canada expanded this
practice to a number of nights between Canada and the US. In eddi tion, unions and
associations of flight crew mlernbers, such as the Association of Flight Attendants, are in
a position to advocate additional voluntary or governmentally mandated protections for
their members.
On other interstate conveyances under the jurisdiction of the Interstate
Commerce Commission, consideration needs to be given to how to assure that
nonsmoking passengers ard cre.d are protected from1 involuntary smoking. On trains, the
existing separation of smokers and nonsmokers into distinct cars pmtects the majority of
passengers, but not the train crelv members woaldng in smokLng cars. Requirements
restricting smoking to only those areas used by smokens, and which are on a ventilation
system distinct from those iln nons molting areas, are needed on trains to adequately
pmtectl nonsmoking passenzers and crew. O n buses, ;vhere physical sesaration of
smokers and nonsmokers is not pssible, the si tluation is comprsble to airplanes, and tl?e
evidence indicates that t h e m;n;iete elimination of tolbacco smoke is thle only way to
ensure that drivers and passengers are pnotectd.
A t the national level, t'llz Interstate Comnace Commission and -4 mtrak are the

critilcal decisilon makers.

.4 t

! + e <Ate and local level the authority to act is spread o u t

at different levels of g o ~ r ? , " - , ~ n ~2nd
? ~ , tamong Sfferent svernmental a jencies. ?,Iany of
these agencies, including :

-t.

: 'C, have made no revisions in their smoking rules even as

the scienti~ficevidence h ~ ;1 . -s;~~ulsted
during t h e ?ast five years.
Here also, voluntary
taxis and other Corms of

1g::i
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by public and pnivate owners and operators of buses,

~ n d :s; : q n g t

is a vlable option, but one which is likely to have s

large scale impact only i f a s 3 h s t ~ n t i deffort is made to educate those in authority to
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act and to demonstrate the positive economic impact of additional protections for
nonsmokers. Public transit workers' unions and service organizations also need to be
educated about the necessity for more adequate pmtections for their members.

Finally, the general public, the users of these facilities, need to be made more

a ware of the hazards. The scientific evidence gives rise to particular concern about the
4

possible r i s k for infants and children and pregnant women who regularly use mass
transportation where smoking is permitted. Among public areas, protections for
nonsmokers in public conveyances appear to be a priority.

E.

INVOLUNTARY SIfOKING IN THE WORKPLACE

While the studies consildered by the Surgeon General and the National Research
Council were of smoke exposure in the home environment, adults are exposed to tobacco
smoke in the air as consistently and often for longer periods of time i n the workplace.
The health threat posed by smoking i n the workplace slso must be studied in light of the
1985 Surgeon General's ~ e p r entitled
t
Cancer and Chronic Lung Disease in the

Workplace which examines in detail the effect of the interaction of cigarette smoke and
exposure to other substances found in many workplaces, such as silica, asbestos, cotton
dust and valrious psticides. Nonsmokers in work envimn~mentswho are exposed to other
carcinogens and who breathe tobacco smoke i n the air may face even more se~ioushealth
risks.
The mast immediate impact of the findings of the Reports may occur in the
workplace. The -reasons are t w e f o l d First, the legisle tive and regulatory branches of

government have long considered within their authority the pnotec tion of workers against N
w
unnecessarily hazardous w o r u environments. Second, while the Courts have played little rec
role to date wilth regard to s ~ o b n gi n public places or i n private hones, they have
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already re~ognizedlthe right
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employees to protection against the hazards of smoking

in the workplace. Court dec~sionshave established certain general principles which
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~ q u i l . eemployers to pmtect nonsmokers and to compensate, directly or indirectly,
nonsmokers for injuris they suffer at work as the result of tobacco smoke exposure.
There are, however, a num ber of other factors to be considered in discussing
smoking in the workplace. First, despite the well established Federal statutory and
~ g u l a t o r yauthority to pmtect workers, the Federal government has not tlreated smoking
4

in the workplace as an occupational hazard. The Federal Occupational Safety and Health
Act (29 U3.C. 5651 et seq.1 covers all employees in the United States who are engaged iln
business affecting commerce, but does not cover the U.S. Government, state
governments, or politics1 subdivisions of state governments. The Act requires that every
employer covered by it furnlish each employee "a place of employment which (is) tree
from recognized hazards that are causing or likely to cause death or serious physical
harm." 74/ Federal reguldtlions ~omlulgatedpursuant to the Act governing the
Occupational Safety and Hesllth Adrninistraticn (OSHA)cancer policy require OSHX to
establish criteria for the identification, classification and regulatim of potential
occupational carcinogens found in each workplace in the United States regulated by

OSHX. These regulati~msfurther ~ o v i d ethat
''the Secretary, inpmrn ulgatinlg standmds dealing with toxic materials or harmful
shall set the standand ivhich most adequately assures, to the
physical agenlts
extent teasiblle, on the basis of the best available evidence, that no employee will
suffea material irnplrnent of healtlh or functional capicilty even i f such em?loyee
has regular exposulre to t h e hazard dealt * ~ i l t by
h such standard for the peaiod of his
or her worlanglife." 7 5 , '

...

Despite this m~andate0S:I.-1 has never declared the e v u r e to tobacco smoke to be a

"recognized hazard," or ?;.:

1J g a t d

tobacco smoke. To &tie,

.!.I has not irdicated that it has any plans for the

(,\

a standard to p t e c t workers against en~vironrnent~l

development of a standdrf! : 3 p v e r n this risk. 7 6 1 What change, i f any, in OSH.A1s
categorization and treat.~c.r,t3f envimnmental tobacco smoke may nesult fmm the
findings of the recenltly iss:;ed zports has not yet been determined.

Second, governmental authority over safety in the workglace is divided among
Federal, state and local governmental b o d i ~ . None has fully occupied the field and this
has left significant gaps. The federal act explicitly exempts employees of the Federal
and state governments and their subdivisions from its scope. OSHA governs worker
safety in some states, but in others it has no role because Sectiop 18 (29 U S . C. S667(b))
allows states to run their own job safety program if they meet certain requirements and

in those states, it provides for the Federal government to cease its enforcement
activities. In some states, smoking in most workplaces, including the private sector, is
governed by separate state statutes. In others, only smoking in state governmental
buildings is antrolled by state law and workers in the private sector are left
mprotected. In other states the state legislature has not addressed the issue of smoking
in the workplace at all. To date, Congess has not addressed the problem of smoking in

the Federal workplace or elsewhere, althoqh many federal employees receive some
protection fmm independent actions taken by the General Services Administration, the
Department of Defense or t h e i ~own agency. In those instances, the particular agency is
acting in its capacity as anemployer and not a regulator. In sum, there is no one
location on level of government to look to for protection of individuals against the
hazards of smoking in the workplace.
Third, many employees are members of unions which have been reluctant to take a
leadership role on this issue a2parently out of concern for offendi~ngtheir smoking
members, focusing at tention a n m yf m m traditional occupational hazards, or harming
their countlerpmt~sin the tobacco industry. 77/ In the United States, unions have long
pllayed a majlon role i n p r o t x t i n g the health and safety ofi workers. However, unions
represent b t h those whose bendvlor is causing the harm and those who are being
injured. This conflict is p r t i s u l a r l y difficult for the AFL-CIO, which represents workers
i n the bbacco indusby as ..well as many other workers. Corsequently, it is not surprising
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that in early 1986 the AFL-CIO Executive Council announced its o~positionto mandatory 8

,

smoking restrictions and called for the smoking issue to be "worked out voluntarily in
individial workplaces between labor and management in a manner that protects the

interests and rights of all workers." 78/ This position was taken prior to the issuance of
the Reports and, therefore, without the benefit of their scientific findings about the
nature and extent of the health hazard.

4

On the other hand, several major unions have expressed their support for actions
to protect their nonsmoking memlbers as long as those actions do not weaken or diminish
their collective bargining authority. Thus, in December 1986 several unions of federal
employees, including the .4merican Federation of Government Employees (AFGE)
announced their support for the smoking regulations promulgated by the Federal General
Services Administration (GSX) for Federal buldings under GSXfs control. Several months
earlier the XFGE had announced its support fop legislation then pending i n the U.S. House
of Representatives to limi~tsmoking i ~ nFederal buildins to pmtect nonsmokers after the
bill's m - s ~ n s o r sindicated a ~illingnessto add a provision tBat clarified tlhe union's mle
in the development and irn?lementation of the regulations as part of the collective
bargining process. 7 9 /
Fourth, as an occupational health and safety issue, involuntary smoking h a s
several unusual attributes.

.43

the United States economy becomes more service

oriented, the findings of t ne Reports take on inc~easingsignificance. Cnlike many of the
more traditional occupstiond h e a l t h and safetly concerns, wonkers e s p s e d ta tobacco
smoke in the air are found In very l a r g numbers in white collar and service industry
occupations as well as man i f ~cturingand tlnadi tional blue collsr jobs. Thirty years ago
one of two non-agficul t i 3 11 .vorkers was employed primarily i n a service industry.
.

Today, more than t ~ out
o

13:

:'lree are so employed. 80/ In many instances, the service

industry employee's e x p s se is the dilrect result of the behavior of the consumers they
serve rather than the byproduct of a manufacturing p m c e s or the behavior of their cc-
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workers. For example, in addition to airline flight attendants and waitresses, bartenders
often work in environments filled with the tobacco smoke of their customers.
Background

Smoking in the workplace is legislatively regulated to some extent by the laws of
seventeen different states. Ten states specifically ~egulatesmoking in private sector
b

workplaces. 81/ A 1986 survey conducted by the Bureau of National Affairs with the
cwperation of the American Society for Personnel Administration revealed that of 662
corporations polled, 36% have established workplace smoking policies designed primarily
to address issues of employee health andfor comfort, 2% indicated plans to implement a
smoking policy by the end of 1986 and 21% of tlhe responding firms had such a policy
under consideration at the time of the poll. Of those corporations l ~ i t ha smoking polIicy,

85% had instituted the policy within the last five years. Twenty-eight percent of those
corporations with a policy limiting smoking in the workplace indicated thdt the primary
reason for their action wa.s a state or local law requiring t h e m to develop a pollilcy.
Twenty-two percent i~ndicatedtlhey developed their smoking policy a s a result of theilr
concern about employee health dnd con fort, whille 21 '6 irdicat ?d that their policy was
the result of smoking-related ern9loyee coinplaints. An additional 110%indicated that
tlhey promulsted their polilcy i n part as a result
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employee compl~intsand i n part as

3

~ e s u l tof either conpany health concerns or stst u tory requirements.
The protections povided to worken by these llegislative and voluntary so tions

vary dramatically. The lleast restrictive vrork?isce 1s;vs sim?ly ern?ower t~heemployer to
restrict smoking by postilng 5 1 3 s .uithout providilng any further guidance as to where
smoking is to be restricted. .'inother o f m q of Isus requilre an employer to develop a
written smoldng policy anJ
providing the employer

;*st

*HI:? 3 - j

signs d e s i g e t i ng smo;d ng and nonsmoking alreas .ui t h o u t
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gdndardr or direction. Slightly more pmtective l a ~ s 0

require that employers dles~,-ndt e nons inolang aress. The most comprehensive laws
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prohibit smoking in the workplace except in designated areas. Some states with statutes 0

governing smoking in the workplace have pmvided exemptions for one or more work site
areas, such as private offices. 82/
Voluntarily instituted policies also vary widely. Of those companies in the Bureau
of National Affailrs poll with policies protecting nonsmokers in the workplace, 41%
banned smoking in all open areas, while 19% divided open areas into smoking and
C

nonsmoking sections, 8% permitted smoking in all open work areas, and 6% banned
smoking in all open work areas only i f d l employees in those areas agreed. Of those
corporations pollled with policies to pmtect nonsmokers, 66% banned smoking in halllways
and 63% banned smoking in meetling or conference rooms. In cafeterias 58% of these
corpoaations divide the cafeteria into smokhg and nonsmoking sections while 24% have
no restriction on smoking.
As with many statutes and ordirances which protect nonsmokers in public places,
the actions already taken i n the workplace refllect a series of corn~mmises,some of them
political and some practical and do not necessarily reflect a scientific analysis of what is
necessary to safeguard aaai nst the hedth hazards. For example, a nurnkr of work?lace
statutes, such as in Connecticut and Pennsyllvania, exempt businesses w i t h fewer t nan a
s exempt small businesses,
certain number of employees. -4s *with many l a . ~ that
exemption often has been lased on several concerns, including the pnsc tical difficulty

9f

separating smokers and nonsmokers in a small physical setting and a desine to rninirn~ze
government regulation of smlall business. The impact of these exemptims is
substantial. Twenty-eight gercent of ail Xsericsn non-governmental em?loyees (over 23
million) work i n business e s t ~ 5 ishm
1
ents w i t h fewer than 20 employees; fi ft:~-seven

percent work i n businesses u ~ t hfewer than I00 emplloyees. 83/
Other statutes, such

'-
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in Ohio, Montana and Colorado exempt certain businesses

altogether, such as bars, 5 0 ~ ! 1 nalleys
g
and/or restalurants. These exen?tions appear to
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reflect concerns expressej
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5,u;lers of tiese businesses during the le$slatlive process

that their businw would suffer i f smoking by cowumen was restricted in any portion of
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their business establishment. Anecdotal evidence from states a d municipalities which

have covered these kinds of businesses indicate that such fears may be unjustified and
that protections for nonsmokers which a v e r these establishments may even improve
business. Nonetheless, these concerns continue to be expressed by restaurant owners and
others in jurisdictions considering new laws to protect nonsmokers in public places and
4

the workplace.
Finally, many workplace statutes enacted before the release of the recent reports
require the simple separation of smokeas and nonsmokers, but few, if any, address
whether these separated workers continue to share the same air space. Smokers and
nonsmokers, even if physically separated, may share the same air space i f they occupy
the same room or i f the ventitatlion system in their wonkplace circulates air fmm one
room to another.
The Surgeon General's finding that the simple searation of smokers and
nonsmokers in the same air space does not pmtect nonsmokers may have particular
significance for such workplace statutes and policies. Consequently, those corporations
a d state and local governinents with smoking rest~ictilonsalready i n slace need to

carefully review them to determine whether their exemptions create gaps.
In~voluntarySmoking i n the Workplace and the Courts

\V hile regulatory responsibility for protecting employees is diffuse, in a number of
ditferent situations the courts have found that the legal respnsibillity falls on the
shoulders of em$loye~s. Even before the issuance of the Reports, several courts
recognized the right to a work environment reasonably free of recognized health

?w
hazards. Other courts have found that nonsmokers injured by tobaeco smoke in the air atO
wopk may Se entitled to fi,wurnial recovery under worker's compensation, unemployment
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and/or disability coverap a r r l may be enbi tled to the special protections accorded

g
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Lawsuits attempting to establish the right to a smoke-free work environment have
been on the rise since December, 1976 when, in a case involving New Jetrsey Bell
Telephone, the New Jersey courts held that an employee who had developed a severe
allergy to tobacco smoke had a common law right to work in a smoke-free environment.

84/ The court held that Mew Jersey Bell had an obligation to prpvide employees with
4

safe working conditions by restlricting employee smoking to the lunchroom and lounge.
The New Jersey count noted the irony that New Jersey Bell had llmg restricted srnoldng

in places where it kept its computers but not where it aftected nonsrnoldng employees.

In a similar case in Milssouri in 1982 involving Western Electpic, the court agreed with the
deciision in New Jersey and held that a n employee has a common law right to work in an
environment where smoke does not jeogardize his health. 85/
In only one rnajolr case has an em~pl~oyee
failed in a suit see!4ng to require an
em$oyer to institute restrictions on smoking based upon an assertion o f the common la^
right to a work environment reasonably free from tobacco smoke. The suit was rejected

on factual rather than legal grounds, based upon the limitled scientific evidence presented
to that particular court. In that 11983 case, the employee dairned that hle had been
personally injured by tobacco smoke iln the air. However, because of the limited
evildence presented, the Court held that s~ithoutscientific evidence of h a r m to
nonsmokers i n general, an enplgyee hlad no claim to a work environment reasonably free

fmrn tobacco s m ~ k eunder the conmon 11aw:safe worKpllace standard and disnissed the
lawsuit. 86/ Had the pllainhfl I n this case been able to present the f i n d i n 1 9of thle two
Reports, it is possible tihat
.

I

Si1;f2rentdecision might have been reached. Iln any case,

the Reports are likely to ;:.A;
3 ggnlficant role i n futulle cases and may stlrengthen
efforts by injured employp+.s.
The findings of t h e ? . > ; r ~ r talso
s
make it more likel~ythat ernpl~oyerswho fail to

pmtect nonsmokers w i l l f ~ c ?d n increase i n the other tyges of legal c l a i m which
employees may assert. For ew mTlpl2, nonsaoken who have been able to document that
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the smoke of their coworkers makes it i m p d b l e for them to carry out their duties
without rislcing serious injury, have been declared "handicapped personsn by the courts
within the terms of the Federal Rehabilitation Act of 1973. 87/ By law, employers may
not discrimirate against the handicapped and must make reasonable accomodatims to
their needs.

Thus, employers m ust make reasonable accomodations for nonsmokers
4

unable to work as the result of environmental tobacco smoke.
A number of nonsmokers also have argued that smoke in the workglace has caused
them to become ill and/or disabled and, therefore, that they are entitled to disability
compensation. The most famous case involves a longtime federal employee who applied
for and was awarded disability benefits when she experienced severe pulmonary probllems
from the smoking of others in her workplace. The court concluded that because the
employer was unable or unwilling to provide this particula employee with a smoke-free
worksite, her disease did prevent her from returning to work a d she was entitled to
disability compnsation. 88/ In otlher cases employees who have proved that they
resigned because of the health affects of involuntary smoking have been found to be
entitled to unemployment compensation based upon medical evidence of their injury and1
its cause, 89/ Stlll other courts have held that em?loyees who can pmve that bhey have
been injured as a result of smoking i n the workplace are entitled to worker's
compensation, 90/
A recent case fmm the State of Washington approaches the issue differently. Thls

case may presenlt an even greater filnancial thaeat to employers. 9 1/ In this case, a
former state employee alleged she contractd chronic obstructive lung disease because
her employer negligently required her to work in an office environment i n w h c h she was
regularly exposed to tobacco snoke. Initially, she sought worker's compensation
benefits, but was turned d o ~ because
n
the applicable s t a t e board held that her i n j u r y dd
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not constitute an occupatior,al disense within the terms of the statute. The Board held
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that the disease was not one ~ b c was
h commonly regarded as natural to, peculiar to or

#

brought about by conditions in her occupation. The Board also held that a disease does
not become an occupational disease just because it is contracted on the employer's
premises or results from the employer's actions. However, having found that the
plaintiff was not entitled to worker's compensation, the ivashington Court of Appeals
then held that she was not, therefore, bound by the preemptive provisions of the state
b

worker's compensation system prohibiting employees from otherwise suing their
employers for damages. The court permitted her to sue her employers under a

traditional common law tort theory for damages arising out of;the personal injuries which
she claimed she suffered as the result of her employer's negligence. The court added
that if the pllaintitf is able to prove that her employer was negligent and that the disease
she contracted was the result of that negligence, her employer wouhd be directly liable.
This case points out the difficult position in which employers who fail to act could find
themselves. I f the state board finds an involuntary smoking injuy to be work relatedb
the employee will be entitled to worken's compensation. If not, the employee may be
able to sue the employer diaectly for damages.
Up to now, all of the cases which have been brought by nonsmokers have ilnvolved
individuals who already have suffered serious inj,ury. C s e s in a rellated area - asbestas

- nay portend a differenit aaroach.

A number of workerrs who have been exposed to

asbestos have sued before they contracted lung cancer on two theories. First, they have
anuged that they are enti t l d to damages because their "e.u;>osure" to asbestos creates a n
increased aisk or an increased ?robabililty of contracting cancer iln the future. Secondb
they have argued that they
they have sulffered as the
disease. 92/ The resul ts

y e entitled to
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damages for the mental distress and anguish

;It of their knoaledge that they have an increased risk of

.*.Seen mi~xed. Three cases illustratle the spectrum of the

judicial reactions to these b;?r~ach~es
and demonstrate that the ultimate mlerit of this
approach may vary from

stdte

to state.
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In one case interpreting the law of Texas, 931 the US. Court of Appeals for the
Fifth Circuit held that a plaintiff in an action against an asbestos concern could recover
damages for a disease from which he was not yet suffering if he introduces expert
testimony establishing that there is a reasonable medical probability that the disease will
appear in the future, ie, that it is more likely to occur than not. If the employee meets
b

that standard the court held he would be entitled to recover all damages associated with
that disease even if he was not yet ill. The Court added that the still healthy employee
could recover for the mental anguish he suffered even if he could not prove that t h e ~ e
was a reasonable m edical p m h bility he would contract the disease if his fear was real,
reasonable and involved a disease of substantial concern.

In contrast, a case decided by the U1nitedState. Court of Appeals foa the Third
Circuit interpreting the Federal Employment Liability Act 941 held that an employee
exposed to a hazardous substance may not sue until the injury which results firom the
exposure manifests itself. The most recent decision 95/ on this subjlect is fmm
Mississippi and peaches a concllusion which falls between the other two. In that case the
plaintiff was already suf fening fmm asbestosis, but did not at that time have cancer.

The Court held that under :~Iirssissippilaw a plaintifif is entitled to recover for the tuture
conseqwences of his exposure to a hazardous substance i f he can prove that a reasonable
pmbabaity of future disease erdsts once at Ileast one evil effect of the expasure occurs.
The Court also found that the plaintiffs feao of contracting lung cancer involved a
present injury and not just a future injury and held that under Slississippi law, the
plaintiff could recover for mental distress arising out of his f a r of contracting lung
cancer if the mental distress was accompanied by a physical injury, i.e, asbestosis, or

if

the defendant's conduct .was ull full, gross or wanton.
Ilt is t a , early to determine whlether a nonsmoker will successfully sue cllairning
that h i s exposure to envinnmental tohcco smoke increases his risk ofi llungcancer and
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typical nonsmoker will be able to pmve that it is more likely than not that he will
contract lung cancer as the result of a particular party's actions which exposed him to
environmental tobacco smoke. However, as the scientific data on the health effects of
involuntary smoking mount and as the law continues to develop in this area, these legal
theories will in all pmbability be the subject of significant discussion.
4

In sum, courts have been willing to intervene to protect nonsmokers in the
workplace where the scien ti fie evidence has been adequate. The scientific findings of
the Reports are likely to promlpt more suits by employees seeking to protect their rights
through the use of the court system and aae likely to make employers who fail to act to
protect nonsmoking employees more vulnerable to judicial intervention, and, potentially,
substantial financial liability.
Policy Options
Given the legislative and aegulatory activity and the judicial involvement which
preceded the issuance o f the Reports, it is likely that both the public and private sectors
will play an important mle i n the development of the workplace response. To the extent

that the rlesponse is governmental, the question to be addressed is twofold: at what level
of governmlent are the most effxtive options for protecting individals in the workplace
lilkely to be developed, and w h s t should the government's response be in its role as a n

ernployer as well as a regulator?
The governmental m p u e to the Fieports is important fop three reasons. The

first is that government is one of this nation's largest emi~loyers. The Bureau of Labor
Statistics of the U.S. Dep;:.nent of L a b r reports t5at as of 1384, approzdmately 1 6
million Amlericans worked f i ; :he governrnenlt at one level or another. 961 Second, the
protection of workers a$:--,:
.

innecessary hazards in the workplace has long been

considered an essential r e ; ;:ability of government i n terms of setting standards and
enforcing compliance. Thlr.!,

~ h l l ei t is never easy tlo identify the motivations for the

initiation of a specific p r i v ~ t esector auork?locepolicy, the government can and often

does act as a catalyst for voluntary action both by its own behavior and by its
establishment of standards. 97/
State and local governmental agencies rather than the federal government have

taken the lead in protecting nonsmokers in the workplace. Nonetheless, 33 different
states currently do not have legislation regulating smoking in the workplace and 40 states
4

do not have legislation specifically regulating smoking in private sector workplaces.
98/ Fewer than one in five workers lives in a state with legislation protecting

nonsmokers in private sector workplaces. 99/
In addition, many of the existing statutes which provide somle protection for
nonsmokers in the workplace exempt large numbers of employens or permit employers to
circumvent the anticipt ed protections. For example, Wisconsin's Clean Indoor Air Act
1100/ is citedas one of the statutes which pmtects workers. O n its face, the Act seems
to apply to most Wisconsin firms, most $aces where people work in Wisconsinor most
workers. However, the Act exern pts offices that are privately owned and occupied and
any area of a facillity used prrincipally to manufacture or assemble goods, products, or
merchandise for sale. Another sectilon of the Act exem3ts areas '~lhichan employer
desigates as smoking areas, including entire rooms and buildings which a ?erson in
charge so designates by posting appropriate notices. 1011 In short, Wisconsin's Cllean
Indoor Air Act does not appear to apply to the rnajori ty of the state's compnies,
workplaces or employees, and even ilf it did, firms are permitted to exem2t themselves
from the law by designating all of tiheir facilitliles as smoking areas. The Wisconsin
example demonstrates that i n some states with statutes rezulating smoking i n the
workplace as in those states

t h no reguldtions or legislation, the government currently

p v i d e s little protection to ~ 0 r k e Magainst the risks of involuntary smoking. Even in
those states with more st:ir.~nt ~ o t e c t i mfor nonsmokers, the current protections
were developed without the benefit of the Surgeon Generails findng that the simple
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separation of smokers and nonsmokers in the same airspace does not pmvide adequate
protection.

In light of the substantial gaps in protection fmm involuntary smoking in the
workplace it would appear that a major legislative effort may be needed to improve
governmentally mandated protec t i m for nonsmokers. State oc$upational safety and
health agencies also have a potentially significant role to play whether or not OSHA acts.

The role of the federal government also must be carefully examined. There is a
strong argument to be made that given the current scientific evidence, environmental
tobacco smoke is within 3SKA's autlhority to promulgate standards. Action by O S W has
several benefits and several potential draw backs. OSHA could 2romulgate a standard
which could protect virtuallly a l l workers in the United States. However, it often takes
OSHA a substanhial period of time to pmrnulgate a new standard. The Surgeon General

has concluded that more than sufficient scientific evidence exists now to take steps to
protect workers against enlvironmental tobacco smoke. A decision by OSH.4 to begin the
process of promulgating a standard might prompt others to delay the implenentation of
pmtections for nonsmokers i n the workplace while the standard is underr development.
The quickest, and in the short run, the most effective respnse to the Reports n a y
come from emplbyers who a x cmcern~edabout the heslth and safety of their workers
vrho also desire tlo avoid $vernmental reguiation and legal liability. .An issue of
relevance to these private jcctor ein?loyers is their llegll authonitjr to voluntarily restrict
smoking witlhin theilr wor'qi 3ce a n d o r give preferential treatment to nonsmokers to
minimize the problems of

in.

i l u n t ~ ysmoking (without risking suit by smokers. It

d e to restrict smoking in the workplace and i n
appears thatl employers h u t 1 ~ ~ latitude

most instances may k a;le :> ;egally give $referential treatment to nonsmokers. 102,'
Des?itle the recent
:

**

concept. There ha been a

~::.rr,tim, aeguistion
lax,;,

of smoking at work is not a new

non-controversial tlradition of restricting smoking in the

workplace to ensure the safety of -uorkers, equip-nent and products. 103/ For years

smoking has-been restricted to prevent fires or explosions around flammable mateials,
to prevent the contamination of products or to prevent harming sensitive equipment.

Over the past decade an increasing number of employers have imposed restrictions
on smoking in the workplace and a few, including a number of municipal and county

governments and corporations, have enacted policies against h i q g smokers. 104/
Significantly, none of these actions has ever been successfully challenged in the courts by

a smoker. The reason is that the law does not recognize smoking as a legally pmtected
right, the right to smoke. Smokers have rights, the same rights as other employees, but
one of those rights is not the right to smoke whenever and wherever the employee
desires. The law provides that employers cannot discriminate based upon race, religion,
national origin, in some cases sex, and in some places marital status. The law also says
that employers must make reasonable accomodations for the disabled and handica@ed.
Beyond these restrictions, private sector employers have substantial freedom in who they
hire and even greater freedom in deciding whether and where they permit enployees to
smoke while at work, Some have argued that these restrictions discriminate against
smokers. Others have contended that smokers are physiologi~callyaddicted to cigarettes

and, therefore, qualify as handicapped persons N1eitherargument has succeeded, 1 05/
nor do they appear likely to succeed.
A t the same t h e , the role of labor unions should be recognized. As indicated by

the testimony of the .Irnerican Federation of Governrnen~tEin?loyees before t h e Itlouse
Subcommittee on Health and

t:-re

Environment of the House Energy and Commerce

Committee in 1986, when u n i c n leadership is brought ilnto the decision making process

smoking policies. For those 2rilvate sectoa employers withlabor union contracts,
attention must be given to

the

terms of those contracts before restrictions on smoking i n

the work$ace are implementled. There is a debate i n the legal community as to whether
a private sector employer who wishes to protect nonsmokers in the workplace must put a
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new smoking policy up for collective bargaining. The isue revolves amund whether a
new smoking control policy represents a change in the conditions of employrn ent or
whether it represents the right of an employer b adjust the workplace environment to
prevent any employee from being subjected to an unnecessary health hazard. The
outcome of this debate may vary fmm state to state, althoqh a 1986 decision involving
4

employees of the State of Maine indicates that in certain circumstances even an
employer with a labor contract may have substantial flexibility in instituting a policy to
protect nonsmokers. Whatever the outcome of that legal debate, the law provides that

-

-

the employer who has bargained i n good faith even if no agreement is reached can as

a general rule proceed to introduce a smoking control pollicy without being guilty of an
unfair labor practice. The better policy and the one more likely to lead to the successful
implementation of a srnokiag control policy is for labor and management to work
together to develop a policy satisfactory to both.
The trend towards voluntary action is likely to be enhanced by the Reportls i f
em ployerrs are pmvided with sufficient intormation about their content. Educational
efforts targeted toward paivate sector employers are an important compnent in any
overall program designed to ? n t e c t workers.

C

In conclusion, protecting workers against the hazards posed by involuntary

smoking needs to be a joinit effiort of the private and the public sectors. Xhile voluntary
action by the private sector is likely to play an essential mle, inevitably i t #willleave
gaps in pmtection for those ern?loyees who work for companies w i t h o u t adequate

protections.

CONCLUSION
The reports of the Surgeon General and the Natimal Research Council are
carefully grepared and well documented scientific analyses which evaluate and
summarize the available scientific evidence about the health effects of involuntary
smoking, They are consistent in their conclusion that involuntary smoking is a proven
b

serious hazard to the health of nonsmokers. These findings have major public health
policy implications effecting every American, every level of government and the private
sector. The finding that smokers jeopardize the health of those who do not smoke raises
fundamental questions about how our, society addresses issues of health and safety and
refocuses the d e b t e fmm a discussion of corn mon courtesy or freedom of choice. It also
alters the legal responsibility of those in a position to protect nonsmokers.
The public health issues ~ s e by
d tlhe Reports cannot be addressed by either the
private sector or the public sector alone, by any single governmental agency or llevel of
government or by any single strategy. These firdings have different implications in
diffierent settings: the most effective means available for protecting children and other
nonsmokers in tlhe home is public education; protections for nonsmokers in public places
are likely to depend more on the actions of state and local legislative bodies; ?mtec tions
for nonsmokers aboard corn rnercial ailrcraft will depend upon the initiative of the federal
government and the possible inteavention o f the judiciary; protections for employees in1
the workplace will come f m m the courts, administrative agencies, legislative bodies, and
ptivat e em plo yers.
The finding that the axple separation of smokens and nonsmokers in the samle
airspace does not fully pmiect nonsmokers and the finding that scientists have been
unable to identify a thresbd?o! level of e q o s x e to tobacco smoke without risk call1 into
question the assumptions a r J mrn pro m i s s on which many clurrent policies are based.
Ultimately, whettien the scilentific findings in the Reports become the basis for
sound policy ini tiatilves depends in l u g e part upon the extent of efforts to disseminate
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them as widely as possible. If this can be done well, the tools exist to protect

nonsmokers fmm the health hazards of involuntary smoking.
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